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RUC-APS: Objectives of WP8
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 To develop conceptual and mathematical models
 To support any decisional process of AFSC
 Taking into account the inherent:

– Inherent characteristics of these type of AFSC
– Uncertainty and Risks

 With the aim of improving the: 
– Efficiency, safety and sustainability of AFSCs
– Customer satisfaction

CONCEPTUAL 
MODELS

DECISIONAL 
PROCESS

INHERENT AFSC 
CHARACTERISTICS

UNCERTAINY & 
RISKS

MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS



Mathematical Models (MMs)
• What are Mathematical Models?

– They are a representation of a system in an abstract manner
with mathematical symbols

• What are their utility?
– They can find the “best solution” to the problem under study
– They can evaluate the performance and feasibility of different

solutions under different objectives

OBJECTIVE/S 
Max/Min

CONSTRAINTS
Resource Capacity
Flow of Materials
Company Policies

DATA INFLUENCING 
PROBLEM (known)

DECISIONS TO BE 
MADE (unknown)

OPTIMAL DECISIONS 
TO BE IMPLEMENTED

OBJECTIVE VALUE

UTILIZATION OF 
RESOURCES

MATHEMATICAL MODEL STRUCTURE



Decisional Problems in AFSCs

• Facility Location
• Network Design
• Technology Selection…

Strategic

• Crop Selection
• Harvest Planning
• Labor Planning…

Tactical

• Storage
• Distribution
• Order Management…

Operational



What about MMs in AFSCs?
• Traditionally judgment based on

experience has been the basis for 
agricultural decision making.

• The increasing adoption of capital 
intensive technologies have 
stimulated the development of 
more formal planning tools, most of 
them based on MMs.

• In the last years there is an
increasing development of MMs
in AFSCs but still there are some
gaps to cover (specially related
with modelling inherent
characteristics of AFSC and their
uncertainty)

Uncertainty Modelling



Some Examples of MMs
applied to AFSCs

• Optimal Scheduling Wine Grape Harvest 
Operations

• Optimal Order promising in Fruit SCs



An optimization approach for scheduling wine 
grape harvest operations

• Harvesting is usually defined for basic units called blocks,
which correspond to specific areas of land with similar
characteristics in ground composition, grape variety, and
quality.

Productive Stage
(Grape Fields)

Distribution Stage
(Warehouses)



An optimization approach for scheduling wine 
grape harvest operations

• DECISIONS: 
– Problem consists on deciding for a planning horizon of a few 

weeks, which blocks must be harvested
– When taking into account feasibility time windows (outside that 

interval, the grape is not harvested). 
– Which amount for each block to harvest
– By means which mode (manual or mechanical)
– The allocation of labor and the number of harvesting 

machines needed to carry out that program. 
– The routing of the harvesting operations.
– Which harvested amount to transport to each warehouse



An optimization approach for scheduling wine 
grape harvest operations

• OBJECTIVES:
– Maximize the quality of grapes harvested 
– Minimizing the total costs

• Quality effect of the schedule:
– is represented by a quality loss function, which is a way of measuring the potential 

reduction in the quality of the wine due to the use of grapes which were not harvested at the 
‘‘optimal’’ maturity date.

• Operative Costs
– The routing of the harvesting operations,  which is relevant in terms of the high costs or 

time induced by the need of moving the operations from one block to another.

– The planning model also generates the optimal sequence for the harvesting operations 
on a given day, so that the cost of relocating harvesting operations from one block to 
another is balanced with the operational cost and the quality penalty

Combined into one 
objective 

quality loss function



An optimization approach for scheduling wine grape 
harvest operations

To harvest in the optimal date has no quality penalty;
to harvest before or after generates a cost
associated to the potential deterioration of the
grapes and subsequent effect on the quality of the
wine.

Probably the worst scenario
during harvest season is rain,
especially when it happens just a
short time after the beginning of
the harvesting period.

To represent this situation, the
quality loss function can be
modified so that the penalty is
increased in all those blocks
that are planned for harvesting
at the forecasted day of rain and
later (now the penalty is smaller for
earlier dates and greater for the
delay).

Modelling the quality harvested Modelling the Weather
impact on quality



An optimization approach for scheduling wine 
grape harvest operations

MILP MODEL



An optimization approach for scheduling wine 
grape harvest operations

OPTIMAL SOLUTION (MINIMUM TOTAL COST)

Which quantity to harvest
(MANUAL MODE)  for each

block each day

Which harvested quantity to 
transport from each block to 

each warehouse each day

Optimal harvest day

Feasible window

Non Optimal
harvest day



An optimization approach for scheduling 
wine grape harvest operations

Which quantity to harvest (MECHANICAL MODE)  for each block each day

Optimal harvesting tour for each Warehouse

WAREHOUSE 1 WAREHOUSE 2



Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)

• Order promising. Activities
carried out to provide a 
response to customer order
proposals: acceptance or
rejection, delivery date

• Order promising in FSCs
present specific
characteristics tha make it
more complex
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Fruit Supply Chains (FSCs)
Uncontrollable
Natural Factors

• Weather
• Land

Heterogeniety
Products

• Attributes
• Relevant to

customers

Perishability

• Shelf-Life
• Vary over

time

Additional Customer Requirements

Quantity Due Date Quality Freshness Homogeneity

customers expect to be served 
with the freshest product but 

with a reasonable price

Pricing policy based on the 
freshness delivered

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)



CLASSIFICATION ATTRIBUTES (subtypes) 

For serving customers with the homogeneity required: classification stages

Variety Quality Calibre Packaging Harvesting Time

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)



• Modelling Freshness: 
– Lost Shelf-life (LSL) at the time of delivery to customer

• Pricing Policy: 
– Different ranges of prices that depends on the LSL at the time of delivery

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)
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Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)
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Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)



DECISIONS. The OPP Model can support managers: 
• Acceptance/rejection of customer order proposals. 
• If enough ATP per subtype exists to promise all the orders, the model 
provides the decision maker with:

 an optimal ATP assignation to each one,
 their freshness and the price charged to each order line.

• If the quantities ordered by customers exceed the ATP (shortage
situation), the model decides on the most profitable orders or order lines 
(partial fulfillment) to be served, and those that should not be served. 
•The model reports the unmet orders/order lines, for which managers can 
either find an alternative supply or renegotiate conditions with customers. 
•In the event of supply shortage, it makes sense to distinguish between more 
important customers/orders. Assigning a different priority to 
customers/orders can be implemented into the model by charging higher 
penalty costs of not serving an order line by not completely serving an order to 
the orders that belong to more important customers.

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)



OBJECTIVES (Different weights)

Maximize Profits
(Incomes per sales- Total 

Costs (including waste)

Maximize Freshness
Delivered to
Customers

•The consideration of two objectives offers managers a valuable tool to 
trade-off explicitly total incomes and costs against product freshness.
• By varying the weight assigned to each objective two policies when
assigning ATP to customer orders can be implemented: 

First-Expiration-First-Out Minimize waste
Last-Expiration-First-Out  Maximize delivered freshness

• Model can be used to define SCENARIOS in order to: 
 Make decisions
 Evaluate different solutions

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)
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SCENARIOS DEFINITION by Model-Based DSS: 

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)
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SCENARIOS DEFINITION by Model Based DSS: 

• Mathematical Models allows to define different SCENARIOS in order to: 
• make a “what if…” analysis 
• analyze the system behaviour
• make decisions (i.e about the definition of the range of prices)

• SCENARIOS DEFINED: 
• Sigma scenarios (11): based on the weight assigned to each objective: 

 analyse the trade-off between profits vs freshness
 Shelf-life scenarios (3): short, normal and long shelf-life

 analyse the impact of the shelf-life in profits and freshnesspolicies
to enlarge shelf-life

Price variation scenarios (3): None, Low and High price variation with 
freshness

according to the pricing policy of the FSC under study, four price 
ranges were defined and linked to product freshness (RSL). 

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC
(Grillo, Alemany & Ortiz, 2017)
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Short SL

Normal SL

Long SL

SCENARIOS RESULTS by Model Based DSSs

Order Promising Process for Fruit SC



Forecasting by MMs
 Try to guess the future
 Through forecasting methods
 Using forecasting software tools

Demand, 

Prices, 
Weather….
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• Historical data which could explain past demand 
(prices…)

What data is needed?

 Past data
 Past actions to influence these data
 Any past data which could impact 

the parameter to forecast

Price=F(t)

Price=F(t, Demand,Supply)
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• Forecasting (Price, Demand)
What result is obtained?

 Short term  for operational decisions
 Medium term  for tactical decisions
 Long term  for strategic decisions

short
term

medium
term

long
term



PROGNOS
 PROGNOS is a Demand Forecasting Expert System.

Demand Forecasting Tool (PROGNOS)

 It provides flexibility on the
definition of historical series from
different data sources.

 It performs the demand forecast
calculation in a massive and
autonomous way through more
than 30 forecast models.

 Expert system to select the best
forecast model

 It interoperates with company
legacy systems for getting data and
providing forecasts.

CHARACTERISTICS



Presentation of historical series
It provides flexibility on the definition of historical series from 
different data sources.

Pedidos

Pedidos

Pedidos Pedidos

AGGREGATION
TIME

AGGREGATION
PRODUCT

AGGREGATION
CUSTOMER

OrderN Client Product Quantity Date
1 78660 70085 89 01 January 2006
2 42102 50838 23 02 January 2006
3 35306 5356 42 03 January 2006
4 59216 61490 29 04 January 2006
5 59982 775 7 05 January 2006
6 12769 34537 83 06 January 2006
7 11373 52965 35 07 January 2006
8 13720 57538 21 08 January 2006
9 43376 70569 78 09 January 2006

10 10809 15285 5 10 January 2006
11 4477 19169 46 11 January 2006
12 41536 38664 83 12 January 2006



Forecast models



Forecast models: Options
9999 days considered

90 days forecasted

4 years considered

Expert System not used
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calculation of monthly, weekly 
and daily adjustment errors

round forecasts

select forecast manually 
calculated

Forecast models: Options



the blue square 
means that the 

model is selected

Forecast models: Select the Model
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Forecast models: Select the Model

mathematical 
transformation of the 

historical data

trend formula for 
forecasting models 
with trend pattern
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Double click on the chart

Forecast models: Make the forecast
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Forecast models: See the forecast
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Forecast models: enlarge the forecast

1st click 
here

2nd drag to 
here
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Forecast models: enlarge the forecast
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Step 104: Note the number of 
combinations selected

7 combinations = 7 models 
to be calculated:
FC01_EAM
HWM_EAM
LE_EAM
MM_EAM
THETA (0,2)
THETA (0,4)
THETA (0,6)
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Selecting the best Forecast Model: 
Manual Mode
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Selecting the best model: Expert System



Thank you for your attention!
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